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Ground Shipping: From $0 ‐ $15.00 = $5.00 Will be shipped by USPS First Class or Priority Mail.
From $15.01 ‐ $40.99 = $9.75 Shipped by UPS Priority or UPS Ground.
From $41.00 ‐ $89.99 = $12.75 Orders of $90.00 on up = FREE SHIPPING.

Marching Shoes

Home  Marching Shoes  Frontline Shoes  Marching Boots  Gloves  Additional Items  Shipping/Returns  Contact Us

Glide Marching Shoe

The most affordable shoe on the market today providing the safety and stability of a full rubber sole. Let each of
your students march in style without breaking the budget.

Special Rubber blended (TPR) sole for superior traction and long wear.
Forepart Pad & Flex Zone gives extra flex and cushioning under the ball of the foot.
Runner's Ortho Cup contours to the foot to soften every step.
Man‐made Uppers for long lasting, great appearance with a low maintenance and no polish finish.
Light Weight Construction.
High Density Foam insole for comfort.
Best Value in Marching Shoes.

ORDER Glide Marching Shoe ‐ $25.95/pair
 PAIR

Select a Size
Select Style

VanguardTM Marching Shoe

The all‐leather upper and countertread rubber sole is the standard by which all others are measured. Medium
width. Wide widths available in Men's 6 1/2 to 11 1/2, 12, 13, 14 and Women's 8 1/2 to 11 1/2 (see order drop
downs below).

FULL LEATHER UPPER with a microporous finish that allows feet to breathe. It's scuff resistant, breathable,
water‐resistant and easily cleaned.
Special Rubber Blended (TPR) Sole for superior traction on all surfaces.
Cotton Vamp Lining for dryness and comfort.
Runner's Ortho Cup ‐ contours to the foot to cushion every step.
Triad Heel designed for corps‐style marching and to eliminate heel wobble.

ORDER VanguardTM Marching Shoe ‐ $35.95/pair
 PAIR

Select a Size
Select Style

Formal Marching Shoe

A highly polished shoe to perform their highly polished routine. Constructed with the same basic shoe architecture
as the Vanguardâ„¢, those who count on the FormalTM quickly realize they are counting on the best. Medium
width. Wide widths available in Men's 6 1/2 to 11 1/2, 12, 13, 14 and Women's 8 1/2 to 11 1/2 (see order drop
downs below).

High Grade Patent Style Upper for a highly polished appearance.
Special Rubber Blended (TPR) Sole for superior traction on all surfaces.
Full Dri‐LexÂ® two zone comfort lining.
Runner's Ortho Cup ‐ contours to the foot to cushion every step.
Forepart Pad & Flex Zone gives extra flex and cushioning under the ball of the foot.
Special Shock resistant heel and sole design.

ORDER Formal Marching Shoe ‐ $28.95/pair
 PAIR

Select a Size
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Select Style

The EdgeTM Marching Shoe

A contemporary athletic shoe appearance covers a dynamic marching shoe built for the rigors of marching band
and drum corps seasons and delivers results that meet and exceed the performance of all major competitors.
Medium width only. For a wider foot, order 1/2 size to a full size larger.

Dual Density Rubber Sole ‐ one layer for high wear and great traction and one layer for shock resistant
comfort.
Triad heel design for corp‐style marching.
Full terry cloth and Tricot lining for great comfort and absorbtion.
Full 1/4 inch of foam padding in the insole.
Forepart Pad & Flex Zone gives extra flex and cushioning under the ball of the foot.
Padded Tongue with Lace Tab ‐ keeps the tongue where it belongs, one the top of the foot.

ORDER The EdgeTM Marching Shoe ‐ $32.95/pair
 PAIR

Select a Size
Select Style
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